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The expansion of Birchwood Cafe, at 3311 E. 25th
St. in Minneapolis, includes a bigger kitchen, more

seating, two restrooms, and a community room
with books and DVDs on sustainable food. (Staff

photo: Bill Klotz)

Tracy Singleton has been thinking of expanding her restaurant for about seven years. She opened the Birchwood Cafe 18 years ago as a coffee shop

in a former dairy and grocery store at 3311 E. 25th St. in Minneapolis’ Seward neighborhood. It has grown into a bustling eatery and neighborhood
gathering space that offers food fresh from the farm.

Getting a table in the 2,519-square-foot restaurant on a summer weekend can be trying, with the line for ordering snaking back and forth in front of the

counter. At a tiny 379 square feet, the kitchen is even more crowded.

Two years ago, Singleton began leasing a commissary kitchen about a mile away to keep up with demand. Now she plans to bring all operations

under one, larger roof with a bigger, more open kitchen, more seating, two restrooms, and a community room with books and DVDs on sustainable
food.

She is working to obtain a Small Business Administration loan with the guidance of the Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers.

On Oct. 27, Singleton also launched a $100,000 Kickstarter campaign that ends at 9 p.m. Nov. 24. Kickstarter invites individuals to invest money for

small rewards as a show of faith in a business. Celebrity chef Andrew Zimmern has endorsed the campaign.
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“A lot of people who have talked to us have said,

‘Don’t change it,’ ” says architect Wynne Yelland
of Locus Architecture. “The goal for us is to update
it, give it a fresh appearance, give it pretty

sustainable features.” (Submitted rendering: Locus
Architecture)

Singleton needs about $1 million to expand the restaurant to 3,939 square feet. She has been working with Steve Davidson, one of the founders of the

D’Amico & Partners restaurant and catering business, to assemble the financing. Davidson sold his shares in D’Amico a few years ago and started
exploring the world of local and sustainable food. He signed on as a minority investor separate from the Kickstarter campaign, but declined to specify
the amount.

“Tracy and I share an overarching goal to serve more real food to more people, so we see this expansion as an opportunity to do so,” Davidson said.
“I believe I have experience and skills and knowledge to offer. I wanted to help and have been doing so as a consultant for the last year.”

Birchwood will expand to the south onto property that Singleton has owned for 13 years.

Architect Wynne Yelland of Minneapolis’ Locus Architecture redesigned the interior, reconfiguring part of the food preparation area to be

perpendicular to the counter so customers can better see the process. Excluding service and storage areas, the kitchen will occupy 900 square feet.
The addition will include a new cooler, and the dining area will expand from 58 to 82 seats.

“A lot of people who have talked to us have said, ‘Don’t change it,’” Yelland said. “The goal for us is to update it, give it a fresh appearance, give it

pretty sustainable features.”
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City, loan approval

Expanding in a residential area can be tricky, but the Seward Neighborhood Group approved the expansion by a 141-28 vote in 2012. Singleton then

went to the city to get part of the property behind the restaurant rezoned from residential to commercial so she could tear down a garage and expand
onto that site. The city Planning Commission approved the application last year.

General contractor Flannery Construction of St. Paul wants to start construction Nov. 18, before the Kickstarter campaign ends. If the campaign fails

to raise the $100,000, Birchwood will not receive any of that money. Singleton is not worried.

“The banks don’t want us to be able to start the project before the financing is secured,” she said. “I’m asking them to let me start the process” with a

three-month bridge loan.

In keeping with the Birchwood philosophy of connection to the community, Singleton plans to use reclaimed wood from a barn that one of the
restaurant’s farmer-suppliers is tearing down for a couple of lattices in front of the building.

“We didn’t set out to become the full-scale restaurant that we’ve become,” she said. “We’d just like to have the right facility to do it the right way.”

Role model

Birchwood employee Nicole Hanger pledged $50 to the Kickstarter effort.

Hanger is a doula, a yoga teacher and a Reiki practitioner who works about 24 hours a week front-of-house and as a shift leader at Birchwood.

Hanger realized that her restaurant job offers her not only good, fresh food, but also access to potential customers for her own businesses. She
appreciates the communications with farmer-suppliers and the Seward community, and she considers Birchwood a role model for her businesses and

Singleton a role model as a business owner.

“She’s a brilliant, values-minded entrepreneur,” Hanger said. “I thought, ‘Gosh, I cannot put a price tag on that,’ so why wouldn’t I contribute?”
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